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Daihatsu Mini Passenger Car Wake 

Daihatsu Releases Special Specification Models Jointly Developed 
with MontBell and Nami-Densetsu 

Configures great value special specification models that are even better equipped 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wake X MontBell Version SA               Wake X Nami-Densetsu Version SA 
 

Daihatsu Motor Co. Ltd. (hereafter Daihatsu) will launch special specification models of its mini 
passenger car Wake nationwide from Tuesday, June 30. 
 
The Wake launched in November 2014. In addition to packaging that achieved great visibility and 
best-in-class interior space*1, the Wake is characterized by its high level of convenience when used for 
leisure activities thanks to the participation of “leisure professionals” in fields such as camping and 
surfing during its planning stages. As a result, the Wake has continued to generate healthy sales. 
 

The latest special specification models 
1) Daihatsu has configured two models, the camping and mounting climbing-focused X MontBell 

Version SA and the Surfing-focused X Nami-Densetsu Version SA, jointly developed by 
comprehensive outdoor brand MontBell and surfer wave information site Nami-Densetsu. The 
cars will be available in limited numbers*2 as special specification models, and feature 
equipment to further enhance convenience during leisure activities and employ dedicated 
decals. 

2) Two “Fine selection SA” types with more appealing exteriors and equipment for greater 
comfort have been configured. “Fine selection” equips models with features such as popular 
Hood Garnish using genuine parts (plated or plain type), special 14-inch aluminum wheels*3, a 
Style Pack*4, Comfortable Pack and more, all at a more affordable price. 

 
Details of the above features are described on the following page 
 
*1: Based on Daihatsu research, as of June 2015 
*2: X MontBell version SA / X Nami-Densetsu version SA total limited production run of 1,500 vehicles 
*3: Specially equipped in X Fine Selection SA 

*4: Specially equipped in L Fine selection SA 
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* Outline of Limited Number Special Specification Models * 
 

<Features Common to the X MontBell version SA and X Nami-Densetsu version SA> 
-  Equipped with easy-care floors featuring water-repellent materials that can be easily wiped when 

wet (passenger seat side / luggage space side) and leisure-based specs (utility hook, luggage 
compartment floor hook, fixed belts and upper-lower two-level adjustable deck board [with fixing 
hook]). Convenience has been further improved with practicality during leisure activities in mind. 

- Fitted with popular hood garnish using genuine parts (plated or plain type) 
- Instrument panel tray mats and instrument panel center tray mats printed with special MontBell or 

Nami-Densetsu designs. 
- Upgrade pack for installing genuine navigation equipment compatible with dealer optional 

navigation. 
- Bumper garnish paint (front / rear [Pearl White III >W24>]) 
- 15-inch aluminum wheels 
- Luggage under trunk capacity on 4WD models increased from 16L to 29L 

 
X MontBell version SA 

Special 
Equipment 

- Dedicated decal (body, left and right sides) 
- Dedicated Pearl White III <W24> color scheme 

 
X Nami-Densetsu version SA 

Special 
Equipment 

- Dedicated decal (hood garnish) 
- Dedicated emblem (rear) 
- Dedicated Blue Mica Metallic <B58> color scheme 

 
Also note that purchasers will also receive an original and premium item unique to the model as a 
special gift. 
X MontBell version SA: Original seat covers designed by MontBell especially for the Wake (all seats) 
X Nami-Densetsu version SA: Wake original private storage box that can be locked with a dial key 
(can be fixed inside the car with included wire) 
                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

◆ Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. and mont-bell Co., Ld. are special supporteers of the SEA TO SUMMIT 2015 environmental sports event, 
which offers experience with the cycle of nature through outdoor sports. 

◆ Daihatsu Motor Co., Ltd. provides Nami-Densetsu website operator SURFLEGEND INC. with Wake cars as wave measurement 
vehicles. 
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* Outline of Special Specification Models * 
 

<Features Common to Fine selection> 
- Fitted with popular hood garnish using genuine parts (plated or plain type) 
- Equipped with Comfort Double Pack comfort equipment including Super UV & IR cut glass (front door) 

and super clean air filter as standard 
 
L Fine selection SA 

Special 
Equipment 

- Style pack 
(14-inch aluminum wheels / multi-reflector halogen fog lamp [with plated décor]) 
- Stowable rear door sun shade 

 
X Fine selection SA 

Special 
Equipment 

- Dedicated 14-inch aluminum wheels 
- Upgrade pack for installation of genuine navigation systems 
(steering wheel switch, rear camera, 6-speaker pack) 

- Leisure-based Specs 
(utility hook, luggage compartment floor hook, fixed belts and upper-lower two-level 
adjustable deck board [with fixing hook]) 

 
 
* Manufacturer’s suggested retail price (consumption tax included) *  

Grade Engine Transmission Drive Price 

Eco Car Tax 
Reduction 

(Car Acquisition Tax 
/ Car Weight Tax) 

Special Green 
mini-vehicle 

Tax  
 

X 

Nami-Densetsu version SA 
TC*5 

CVT 

2WD 1,755,000 60% / 50% 25% reduction 
4WD 1,879,200 40% / 25% - 

X 
MontBell version SA 

2WD 1,771,200 60% / 50% 25% reduction 
4WD 1,895,400 40% / 25% - 

L 
Fine selection SA 

NA*6 
2WD 1,587,600 

60% / 50% 25% reduction 4WD 1,711,800 
X 

Fine selection SA 
TC 

2WD 1,695,600 
4WD 1,819,800 40% / 25% - 

◎In the Hokkaido area, the of the 2WD cars is 14,040 yen higher (consumption tax included). No 
recycling charge is included in the price. 
 

*5: Turbo charger engine  
*6: Naturally aspirated engine  

☆: Photo shown 
 

☆ 

☆ 


